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Executive Summary
Reciprocus is delighted to present to you our initial views on potential growth of Cloud and
Business IT Solutions in APAC market
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Our indicative view is predicted on publicly available information and our knowledge of Cloud
and Business IT Solutions.
Our high-level research has identified a sustained and substantial overall demand from the APAC
region for Cloud and Business IT Solutions.
We have identified two potential growth opportunities in APAC across our observation – mainly
Philippines and Indonesia.
In Philippines, recent robust economic growth provides opportunities for IT vendors as incomes
rise and device prices decline.
The domestic IT economy is widely expected to be a regional outperformer, particularly in the
medium term – the country is relatively shielded from depressed commodity markets while also
being insulated from Chinese volatility.
Similarly, we also spot opportunities in the Indonesian market; it represents an interesting
opportunity as it is the largest spender on IT in Southeast Asia and is ranked 19th globally.
The primary concerns that we take note include spotty infrastructure particularly in tertiary cities
and low awareness of the need for enterprise resource planning (ERP) and business workflow
software.
Given the exciting prospects in the APAC markets, we would recommend company to explore and
expand into other markets (particularly Indonesia and Philippines) in APAC region.
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Regional Landscape and Analysis - ASEAN
Regions Analysis
Philippines
Americas
EMEA
APAC
Indonesia and Philippines are
observed as the two potential
growth opportunities in the
APAC region

Software Sales: Valued at US$ 659.8mn in 2016 and forecasted to
reach US$ 1.07bn in 2020, representing a CAGR of 11.5% over the
same period. Increasing modernization of both enterprise and SME
segments have been the main drivers of catch-up growth in this
sector as companies seek to replace legacy systems with streamlined
software to fulfill compliance requirements and achieve cost
efficiencies.
IT Services Sales: Valued at US$ 2.04bn in 2016 and forecasted to
reach US$ 3.30bn in 2020, representing a CAGR of 12.8% over the
same period. Downward price pressure on software-as-a-service
(SaaS) solutions have been the primary driver here coinciding with
previous growth momentum in the business process outsourcing
and cloud computing markets.
Indonesia

Philippines
•
•
•
•

Indonesia

•
•
•
•

Population: 102.51 million
Urban Population: 45.84 million (44.8% of total)
Total GDP: US$ 291.97bn (5.8% growth in 2015)
Total IT Spending in 2015: US$7.1 billion (expected
8.8% growth in 2016)
Population: 261.1 million
Urban Population: 140.8 million (54.0% of total)
Total GDP: US$ 861.93bn (4.7% growth in 2015)
Total IT Spending in 2015: US$13.0bn
(approximately 12% growth from 2014)
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Software Sales: Valued at US$ 2.01bn in 2016 and forecasted to reach
US$ 3.18bn in 2020, representing a CAGR of 12.1% over the same
period. On-premise penetration is low indicating a substantial firstmover advantage although piracy remains rampant in the country.
Utilizing an SaaS service model should help increase Indonesian
enterprise software spending and combat unlicensed use.
IT Services Sales: Valued at US$ 3.44bn in 2016 and forecasted to reach
US$ 3.44bn in 2020, representing a CAGR of 15.8% over the same
period. The market for basic IT provisioning is relatively mature with the
larger opportunities lying in cloud and outsourcing solutions as firms
seek out new cost efficiencies and streamline their IT processes.
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Opportunities Spotlight and Analysis
Cloud Readiness Index: Rankings provided by the Asia Cloud Computing Association (ACCA) indicate that the Philippines is becoming
increasingly cloud-ready. The 2016 rankings put the Philippines as the second-best frontier market in the Asia Pacific, lagging only behind
Malaysia, for cloud penetration over the next few years. Coupled with momentum in modernization, cloud adoption and falling device
prices, cloud software and services are likely to see substantial demand over the next few years.

Why Philippines?

Outsourcing Hub: The Philippines has historically been a regional IT – Business Process Outsourcing (IT-BPO) hub. The World Bank
estimates that over one million Filipinos are currently employed within the BPO sector and forecasts the market to reach up to $55
billion by 2020 comprising roughly 11 percent of the country’s GDP. There might exist substantial opportunity, particularly in accounting
and payroll system software, required to accommodate the booming Philippine outsourcing and call-center sector.

Cloud Readiness Index: Indonesia fares slightly worse than the Philippines in being ready for cloud-based applications and
infrastructure. In particular, it fares poorly in international connectivity. The Heightened data center risk due to political and
environmental risk are also factors of consideration here. However, the country has done relatively well in areas of IP protection
enforcement and protection of user privacy which should encourage adoption of cloud software in the near future.

Why Indonesia?

Masterplan for Acceleration and Expansion of Indonesia’s Economic Development (MP3EI): The MP3EI together with the Palapa
Ring Project are ambitious plans by the government to accelerate economic development through the ramping up of ICT
infrastructure. Public spending is a significant contributor to IT spending in the economy, and the greatest opportunity will lie in
business solution firms which are able to combine localized language support with best-in-class software that is tailored for local
company needs.

Conclusion:
We have shortlisted Philippines and Indonesia as our key potential opportunities, which, in our opinions, generally fits
company’s business strategy. We are open to exploring other markets in the APAC region as well.
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About Reciprocus
We specialize in assisting small and medium-sized
businesses with expansion into overseas markets:
•
•
•
•

Selecting and Structuring Route to Entry;
Mergers, Acquisitions, Joint Ventures;
Distributorships, Franchising and Licensing;
Capital Raising.

For more information about our practice, visit our website
at: www.reciprocus.com.

IE Singapore Assistance
The Singapore Government co-funds up to 70% of the third
party professional fees for internationalization activities
under the following schemes:
Market Readiness Assistance Grant: Market assessment,
market entry and business matching activities.
Global Company Partnership Grant: Market research,
scouting for overseas partners and due diligence activities.
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More information available at:
http://www.iesingapore.gov.sg/Assistance.
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Contact Details
Reciprocus International
International Plaza
10 Anson Road #10-22
Singapore 079903

Reciprocus Americas
Empire State Building
350 5th Ave, Suite 7610
New York, NY 10118

Reciprocus Europe
Taefernstrasse 22a
5405 Baden-Daettwil
Switzerland

Tel: +65-6225-9986
Fax: +65-6225-8223

Tel: +1-212-565-0600
Fax: +1-646-349-3532

Tel: +41 56 470 42 70
Fax: +41 56 470 42 72

David Emery
Chairman
david@reciprocus.com

Robert MacPherson
Junior Partner
robert@reciprocus.com
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